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weeks on end. And to make these stories more lurid, it was
added that rats infested the cells and bit the boys5 toes;
that mud oozed through cracks of the floor; that "victims'5
were denied the use of beds; that their only diet was bread
and water; and that occasions were known when the door
of a boy's cell was nailed up for days.
With these concoctions "going the rounds", open-minded
people began to ask if they contained any truth: "Can all
this smoke have arisen without fire? Is Barnardo ignorant
of these rumours? Or has he no reply?" At this stage,
Barnardo felt such stories could no longer be ignored; so
with the help of friends he traced most of them to their
source. Infuriated publicans, like the Ephesian idol-makers
who rose up against St. Paul because his preaching was
killing "their trade", proved the chief inventors of these
libellous tales. But their diabolical ingenuity stood not alone.
Behind them were certain of Barnardo's old employees who,
dismissed because of laziness, inefficiency or dishonesty,
sought to wreak vengeance on him by circulating reports
that "his children" were atrociously treated, and so intimi-
dated as to fear to speak.
But more vicious than any tales started by publicans
or dismissed employees were those emanating from bestial
parents, whose progeny Barnardo had reared. Parents who
had turned their children upon the streets, and would have
sold them for a keg of gin, seeing them sturdy, educated,
and skilled in a trade, and desiring now to exploit their
labour, joined the chorus of abuse, attributing to Barnardo
atrocious cruelty toward their "dear bairns".
These attacks, however, were augmented from another
source. No sooner had they been whispered about, than
they were taken up by scandal-mongers whose delight it
is to tear to shreds the reputation of anyone commanding
public esteem. And so furiously were the fires of scandal
fanned that Barnardo was soon portrayed as an arch-
hypocrite and thoroughgoing scoundrel. By "preying upon

